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Abstract 
High strength threaded fasteners are widely used in the aircraft industry, and 
service experience shows that for structures where shear loading of the joints 
is significant, like skin splices, fuselage joints or spar caps-web attachments, 
more cracks are initiated and grow from the edges of the fastener holes than 
from features like fillets radii and corners or from large access holes. The 
main causes of this cracking are the stress concentrations introduced by the 
fastener holes and by the threaded fasteners themselves, with the most com-
mon damage site being at the edge of the fastener holes. Intuitively, it is easy 
to visualize that after the crack initiation, during the growth stages, some of 
the load transferred initially by the fastener at the cracked hole will decrease, 
and it will be shed to the adjacent fasteners that will carry higher loads than 
in uncracked condition. Using currently available computer software, the 
method presented in this paper provides a relatively quick and quantitatively 
defined solution to account for the effects of crack length on the fastener 
loads transfer, and on the far field and bypass loads at each fastener adjacent 
to the crack. At each location, these variations are determined from the 
3-dimensional distribution of stresses in the joint, and accounting for sec-
ondary bending effects and fastener tilt. Two cases of a typical skins lap splice 
with eight fasteners in a two rows configuration loaded in tension are pre-
sented and discussed, one representative for wing or fuselage skins configura-
tions, and the second case representative for cost effective laboratory testing. 
Each case presents five cracking scenarios, with the cracks growing from ap-
prox. 0.03 inch to either the free edge, next hole or both simultaneously. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rise of fracture mechanics, the management and certification of safety 
critical or economically significant structures has switched towards crack prop-
agation models using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) which correlates 
parameters like crack tip stress intensity factor to its growth rate. At the same 
time, new stronger materials have led to higher working stresses and, in many 
situations, having higher crack growth rates, so once initiated, the duration to a 
critical size is reduced [1]. 

High strength threaded fasteners are widely used in the aircraft industry, and 
service experience shows that for structures where shear loading of the joints is 
significant, like skin splices, fuselage joints or spar caps-web attachments, more 
cracks are initiated and grow from the edges of the fastener holes than from fea-
tures like fillets radii and corners or from large access holes. The main causes of 
this cracking, particularly in the case of single shear joints, are the stress concen-
trations introduced by the fastener holes and by the threaded fasteners them-
selves with the most common damage site being at the edge of the fastener holes.  

These types of joints have been addressed extensively by researchers and en-
gineers using experimental and analytical techniques (e.g. [2] [3] [4] [5]), and 
two major steps, with their desired methods and data, have been identified for 
the analysis of the fatigue performance of fastened joints. These steps are: 
• The calculations of the force distributions in the joint, with methods and data 

to account for fastener flexibility, eccentricities in the load paths and the 
support from surrounding structure, and 

• The calculation of the fatigue quality, which requires the influence from the 
bypass loads, the loads transferred by the fasteners, the moments due to ec-
centricities and the effects of bearing and friction interplay to be known for 
all the materials, hole quality and fastener types in the joint. 

A systematic review of some approaches used for fatigue analysis is presented 
by E. Jarfall in [6]. In reference [7], the same author defines a stress severity fac-
tor concept, and shows that both the far field and bearing contact loads have a 
significant influence on the fatigue strength of a shear joint. Methods and test 
data for shear and tension joints have been developed by many major aircraft 
manufacturers and/or research organizations. Some are published in the tech-
nical literature [8]-[13]. In all these methods, a clear distinction is made between 
hole filling rivets and threaded fasteners. 

In a typical LEFM crack growth analysis, the effects of crack length and the in-
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fluence of nearby features like free edges, other holes, cracks and sometimes, the 
pin of the fastener, are accounted for by the use of geometry functions, mostly 
known as “the beta functions”. The load transferred at the fastener is assumed to 
remain constant as one crack grows to the next nearby feature and, after that, it 
is often assumed that there is no more load transfer through that fastener. 

Intuitively it is easy to visualize that after the crack initiation, during the 
growth stages, some of the load transferred initially by the fastener at the cracked 
hole will decrease, and it will be shed to the adjacent fasteners that will carry 
higher loads than in the uncracked condition. Concurrently with the changes in 
the load transfers at the fasteners, the bypass and even the far field loads will 
have to change to maintain the loads balance.  

Using currently available computer software, the method presented in this 
paper provides a relatively quick and quantitatively defined solution to account 
for the effects of crack length on the fastener loads transfer at each fastener ad-
jacent to the crack in a single shear loaded joint.  

Two cases of a typical skins lap splice with eight fasteners in a two rows con-
figuration loaded in tension are presented and discussed. The first case is repre-
sentative for wing or fuselage skins and the second case is representative for cost 
effective laboratory testing. Both models present five cracking scenarios, with the 
cracks growing from approximately 0.03 inch to either the free edge, the next 
hole or both simultaneously. 

The approach enables development of simple tabular/look up parametric 
functions for updating the reference stresses used with the “beta functions”.  

2. Method Outline and Verification Details 
2.1. Brief Overview of the Fastener Modelling Approach and  

Typical Results 

Contemporary finite element packages like Nastran or MSC Marc, Abaqus or 
Ansys have incorporated dedicated methods and/or elements to enable the mod-
elling and evaluation of the local stress/strain fields at and around the 
pre-tensioned fasteners. The methods available involve splitting of the fastener 
shank in two parts and the “shortening” of the shank with a set of unidirectional 
multipoint constraint (MPC) equations until the desired pretension force is 
reached. After that the two parts are “locked” with the shortening remaining 
fixed while the other loads are being applied. A brief summary of this approach 
as used in MSC Nastran [14] is presented in Figure 1. 

For all subsequent load cases, the control grid is fixed in all three directions (1, 
2, 3). This approach is very effective when the fasteners are subject to separating 
tensile forces and when the components remain relatively fixed in operation, 
with no lateral loads requiring the fasteners to sustain shear forces. It is not 
compatible with large displacements nor with fasteners loaded in shear. 

Another fastener modelling technique, introduced in reference [15], main-
tains the continuity of the pin without changing its installation clearance (does  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. Split-pin methods available in MSC Nastran (explicit MPC or in BOLT formu-
lations). (a) For each pair of coincidental points the MPC impose the following constraint 
equations on the model: ulwr – utop – ucontrol = 0; (b) In these implementations the control 
grid is prevented to move in directions normal to the axis of the bolt by single points 
constraints (e.g. in dir. 1, 2). 

 
not use thermal contraction1) and it is compatible with both large parts dis-
placements and with the transfer of shear forces. For this approach, the bolt pin 
is kept continuous and a separate mesh is used for the nut. After the pretension 
step, the bolt and the nut are glued together along the common thread area and 
this condition is kept for all the subsequent loading steps. The initial pretension 
is introduced in the first step through two RBE3 elements, one acting on the pin 
shank and the other on the nut. A very short overview of this technique with 
typical results relevant to pretension and bearing loads and to the separation 
threshold [8] is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

1The use of thermal contraction for pretension would require a stiffness based analysis, similar to 
that presented in [8] for each joint configuration to establish the temperature differential ΔT and it 
is not suitable when operational thermal considerations are of importance to structural or fatigue 
strength. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Figure 2. Definition of RBE3 for pretension and sample of typical results plots in Patran 
(Stresses in MPa, Deformations in mm) (Deformations: true scale; Scale Factor 25:1). (a) 
RBE3 for bolt and for the nut (used only in the pre-tension step with the loads applied to 
the dependent nodes); (b) Joint complexly loaded above the separation threshold [8]. 
True deformation, scale factor 1:100; (c) Max principal stresses in part after pretension; 
(d) Max principal stresses in pin at full load; (e) Max principal stresses at hole for full 
load; (f) Contact stresses after removal of service load. 
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2.2. Method Outline 
2.2.1. Geometry and FEA Representations 
The fastener modelling technique of reference [15] was used for a typical lap 
splice with eight fasteners in a two rows configuration, loaded in tension only. 
The analysis was done for two distinct cases, one representative for wing or fu-
selage skins marked as model C and the second case representative for cost ef-
fective laboratory testing and marked as model D. 

Both models are identical in terms of geometry, materials, fixed end supports 
and applied loads. The difference between models is in the boundary conditions 
applied along the lateral edges, and they are shown in Figure 3. 

For the aircraft configuration, the long edges are fixed in direction 1 (Ox) to 
approximate the constraint imposed by the adjacent structure, whereas model D 
represents a typical coupon testing configuration where the lateral edges are free.  

At the left end, both models have constraints in all three directions and for 
rotations around Ox (not. 1, 2, 3, 4 in Nastran). At the right edge, where the ten-
sion loads are applied in direction Oy, the constraints are in 1 and 3 (Ox & Oz). 
This simulates either the rest of the skin on model C or the jaws of the loading 
machine in model D. 

The external load was applied in four increments of 0.5%, 10%, 90% and 
100%, is 278.8 lbf (1240 N), corresponding to 63 lbf/in (11.03 N/mm) running 
load or to a uniform gross area tension stress of 1.0 ksi (6.895 MPa) in the top 
plate. 

The FEA analysis was conducted using shell elements located at the mid 
planes of the two plates in Nastran solution 400 with non-linear material and  
 

 
Figure 3. Diagram of loads application and boundary conditions. 
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advanced formulation (large strain) for the two plates and, for the fasteners, sol-
id elements with a linear material formulation for steel. 

The geometry, materials and the specification for fasteners (including the 
close tolerance values2) are defined in Figure 4. In the same figure is shown the 
numbering used for the fastener holes and/or the fastener pins. 

In Figure 5 is shown the meshing pattern used. The crack length increment 
used was defined by the sizes of the edges of the shell elements along the Ox axis. 
All units for the input/output were in the imperial system (lbf, in, psi, lbf/in etc.).  

For each fastener, four contact bodies were defined (Body_Pin1_Head, 
Body_Pin1_Thread, Body_Nut1_Head, Body_Nut1_Thread, etc.) and one con-
tact body for each of the plates. Both models contained 21 contact zones defined 
for the initial set-up and setting in position, and 41 contact zones for the loading 
stage. With the exception of the contacts between the threads of fasteners and 
collars (glued), the friction was not included. This is because for conservatism, 
the friction is neglected in the structural analysis of aircraft structures. For the 
same reason the data in this paper does not include the initial pretension. Al-
though the effects of pretension are significant for the crack initiation and 
growth, the aim of this paper is to address and quantify the effects of crack 
length on the forces (and stresses) used in popular current crack growth analysis 
programs. 

The contacts at the threads of pins and collars were “glued” at the initial 
set-up (with the card BCTABL1 set to zero). 

2.2.2. Cracking Configurations Evaluated and Software Used for Pre and 
Post Processing 

Both models were evaluated for five cracking scenarios, with the cracks growing 
from approx. 0.03 inch to either the free edge, to the next hole or both simulta-
neously. The five configurations considered are shown in Table 1. In these FEA 
representations all the cracks are through thickness cracks  

The FEA solver: MSC Nastran 2019SF1, running SOL 400. The generation of 
the input data decks and the shell batch-run command files was conducted using 
a combination of VBA subroutines in MS Excel 2019, UltraEditv26 from IDM 
Computer Solution for text editing and PTC Mathcad 5.0 and Prime 6.  

The generation of Patran databases, the first stage of post processing and the 
extraction of results for each of the runs were conducted using dedicated PCL 
session files. The second stage of post processing contained the analysis and sys-
tematization of the results followed by data reduction for interpretation and 
generation of several levels of summary tables and graphs. It was conducted in 
batch mode for both models in Excel using VBA subroutines. 

The following results were extracted and post processed for each crack length 
in all configurations of Table 1: 

 

 

2In close tolerance the hole sizes are defined by the standardized Transition Fit classification for steel 
bolts in aluminium structure or by the Close Ream classification for steel bolts in steel or Ti struc-
tures. In the cases presented the fit between the pin and the hole in the FEA models was a clearance 
of 0.002" in diameter. 
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Table 1. Crack configurations evaluated and summary of post process results for each model. 

Configuration Definitions in Plate 1 
model C and model D 

(view looking from contact face with plate 2) 

Start Length 
(inch) [L/D]3 

End Length 
(inch) [L/D]3 

Nr Growth Steps 
NAS runs 

Nr Results Files 
Post Proc. 

Notes 

Baseline 

 

0.0 [0.0] 0.0 [0.0] 1 160 
Baseline reference 

for each model 

Config. 1 

 

0.03 [0.16] 0.430 [2.27] 10 1600 
Single sided from 

hole edge to  
free edge 

Config. 2 

 

0.65 [3.41] 0.91 [4.80] 20 3260 
Single sided from 

broken edge to 
hole #2 

Config. 3 

 

0.27 [1.42] 1.15 [6.07] 8 1304 

Dbl. sided from 
hole edges to free 
edge & next hole 
(until becomes 

Config 2) 

Config. 4 

 

0.03 [0.16] 0.94 [4.96] 20 3280 
Single sided from 
hole edge to next 
hole edge (1->2) 

Config. 5 

 

0.03 [0.16] 0.94 [4.96] 20 3260 
Single sided from 
hole edge to next 
hole edge (2->1) 

1) Single sided crack; 2) Double Sided crack; 3) All crack lengths rounded to two decimal places. 
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Figure 4. Geometry, materials and fasteners specifications. 

 

 
Figure 5. Illustration of the meshing patterns. 

 
• Fastener loads: derived from the summation of Grid Point Balance outputs 

on all the nodes at the hole edges (outputs strictly in the basic coordinate 
system CID 0). The loads were extracted at all fasteners in the top plate (P1) 
and the lower plate (P2). At the edges of each hole there are 80 equally spaced 
nodes (Figure 6(a)); 

• Contact forces normal to the pins: these forces were derived from the Par-
tran’s outputs for “Resultants Contact Forces”, this time at the pin nodes. 
There are 12 equally spaced layers of elements on each pin. The purpose of 
extracting the pin loads was to evaluate the distribution of the bearing forces 
at each hole at various depth levels of the plates. Figure 6(b) shows the 12 
layers in the pin and the location of the upper and lower plate shells. Layer 1 
is located immediately under the fastener head while layers 9 to 12 are inside  
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(a)                              (b)                         (c) 

Figure 6. Exemplification of nodes and elements used in post processing. (a) for fastener 
loads at holes in panels P1 and P2; (b) for load variation of through the thickness of the 
holes in P1 and P2; (c) for far-field and bypass running loads and shear flows and stresses 
at the outer surfaces. 

 
the collar. The separation plane between the two plates is inside layer no. 5, 
and therefore simple interpolations were necessary for the estimates of the 
contact forces in the plates at the separation plane. 

• Far field and bypass running loads3 and shear flows: were extracted for each 
hole at the centroids of specified elements as fx, fy and qxy in CID 0. These 
running loads were extracted only for the upper plate P1 using pre-defined 
bands of 10 elements ahead and after each fastener hole. These bands are lo-
cated at approximatively two hole diameters away from the hole edges and 
they have a width of similar size (i.e. 0.435") perpendicular to the load direc-
tion and are symmetrical about the axes of the holes. The locations and width 
were chosen for their convenience of installing strain gauges during labora-
tory testing and because at these locations the secondary bending effects are 
representative for averaging and interpretation. In Figure 6(c) the elements 
used for extraction of far field running loads are highlighted and bordered by 
a red rectangle. For bypass, the elements used are only highlighted. 

• Far field and bypass element centroidal stresses were extracted for the upper 
and lower surfaces of P1 at each hole, as σx, σy and τxy strictly in CID 0, as 
max-min principal invariants and as Tresca/max shear. These stresses were 
“averaged” for the band widths as described in section 3.3.  

To keep uniformity with the bolt constant4/fastener flexibility5 concepts of 
Tate and Rosenfeld/L. Jarfall, the traditional form of the gross area stress 

 

 

3The axial running loads were defined as the distributed axial force acting per unit of length (analo-
gue to the classical definition of shear flow) given by the ratio between the sum of the axial forces of 
the ten elements and their total length in direction Ox. Similar for lateral running loads. 
4Bolt constant was defined as a linear approximation of the total displacement caused by fastener 
deformation, fastener tilt and the deformation of the fastener holes (all three deformations are non-
linearly dependent on the applied load). There are several semi-empirical formulae used in the in-
dustry for its calculations. It is commonly known as the “fastener flexibility constant” and is used to 
approximate the fastener loads in a 1D beam idealization. 
5Fastener flexibility associates its displacement to the unit force of fastener load and does not imply 
that fastener flexibility would be a constant. 
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(σgross_Oy) was also briefly evaluated as an alternative form for the interpretation 
of the results.  

3. Results 
3.1. Effect of Crack Configuration and Crack Length on the Forces 

Transferred by the Fasteners 

For splices in tension, there is a distinct difference in the patterns of fastener 
load redistributions as functions of crack length between the single tip and 
double tip cracks. Also, the lateral restraints play a role in the way the loads from 
the fastener at the cracked hole are shed to adjacent fasteners. However, regard-
less of configuration and crack length, the variations of fastener loads are ± 10%. 
Generally the fastener at the cracked hole becomes less loaded and the adjacent 
fasteners in same row experience load increases. The load shedding extends also 
to the fasteners in the second row, but the absolute changes in values are smaller. 
An envelope of percent variations from the baseline values is presented in Table 
2. 

The most significant observations from an engineering perspective are: 
• For a single sided crack initiating from an edge hole and growing towards the 

free edge (Config. 1), the fastener load is at its minimum value just before the 
crack breaks though the end ligament. When the crack breaks through, the 
load at that fastener returns close to its value in baseline configuration. Not-
ing that the fastener head and the collar continue hold the two plates togeth-
er, this behavior was reconciled by considering the end supports provided by 
the plate for this fastener which, during the growth stage, are analogous to a 
beam with both edges restrained, and after breakthrough, the support confi-
guration is single sided (“the hook effect”6). As the ligament at the free edge 
breaks, the bypass loads in the plate at the other side of the cracked hole in-
crease and the load transferred by fastener #1 increases slightly over its base-
line value. 

• If, after the break through, a new crack initiates at the other side of the hole 
and grows inwards as in Config 2, the variations in fastener loads are similar 
to those in Config 1 but, after the crack breaking into the second hole, the 
loads at both fasteners remain below their baseline values. 

• For one tip cracks initiating from holes remote from the free edges, the varia-
tions in the fastener loads are of similar ratios and, after the fracture of the 
ligament, the hook effects are smaller with both fasteners carrying between 
90% and 95% of their initial load.  

• The largest reductions in the fastener loads are for double sided cracks. After 
braking one or two ligaments the fastener at the cracked hole carries 20% less 
load than in baseline configuration. This load remains unchanged until a new 
crack starts to grow. 

 

 

6Another visualization analogy may be made with a lug, when the crack breaks through one side, the 
loads are reacted in bending and shear like in a hook. 
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Table 2. Envelopes of variations in fastener loads (% of baseline values) (Row 1: fasteners 1 - 4; Row 2: fasteners 5 - 8). 

Model C (installed skins - supported at lateral edges) 

 

% Variation For Total Load At Fastener 

Crack Config 1 Crack Config 2 Crack Config 3 Crack Config 4 Crack Config 5 Rows Extremes 

Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt 

Fastener 1 90.2 100.9 89.6 100.0 81.7 100.0 92.2 100.0 92.4 106.2 81.7 106.2 

Fastener 2 100.0 109.4 98.7 106.5 100.0 107.8 97.4 106.5 95.0 104.1 95.0 109.4 

Fastener 3 98.3 104.4 97.8 110.5 100.0 106.7 95.0 108.8 93.4 109.9 93.4 110.5 

Fastener 4 98.5 102.4 98.5 106.9 97.0 101.6 98.5 105.2 96.1 103.9 96.1 106.9 

Fastener 5 96.1 103.9 91.9 101.1 89.8 100.1 92.7 101.3 94.3 100.9 89.8 103.9 

Fastener 6 96.8 101.5 93.5 102.2 94.6 101.1 94.2 103.0 94.6 103.6 93.5 103.6 

Fastener 7 96.0 100.0 93.2 102.3 95.6 103.3 96.2 100.9 93.8 101.2 93.2 103.3 

Fastener 8 97.9 103.5 100.0 108.9 100.0 109.1 99.3 107.9 100.0 109.1 97.9 109.1 

Graphs C1_P1_CnctNorm_AtHoles_TL_AllFast_PerCent.* to C5_P1_CnctNorm_AtHoles_TL_AllFast_PerCent.* 

 Config.  
Extremes 

90.2 
 

89.6 
 

81.7 
 

92.2 
 

92.4 
 

 
109.4 

 
110.5 

 
109.1 

 
108.8 

 
109.9 

Model D (test specimen - lateral edges free) 

 

% Variation For Total Load At Fastener 

Crack Config 1 Crack Config 2 Crack Config 3 Crack Config 4 Crack Config 5 Rows Extremes 

Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt Min Dlt Max Dlt 

Fastener 1 92.9 100.7 88.8 100.0 83.1 100.0 87.7 101.5 92.4 105.6 83.1 105.6 

Fastener 2 97.7 103.6 92.7 103.9 98.2 108.1 91.5 103.7 92.6 101.7 91.5 108.1 

Fastener 3 99.4 105.5 100.0 110.9 100.0 109.1 99.6 109.3 98.1 106.9 98.1 110.9 

Fastener 4 96.7 102.5 97.4 104.1 96.0 103.7 97.9 106.0 95.2 104.6 95.2 106.0 

Fastener 5 94.8 102.3 91.0 102.1 84.9 104.7 91.0 101.4 92.3 102.7 84.9 104.7 

Fastener 6 94.3 103.7 97.1 104.1 96.4 106.9 96.6 105.7 97.6 104.5 94.3 106.9 

Fastener 7 99.2 105.3 100.0 107.7 99.1 109.9 98.2 106.4 95.7 106.5 95.7 109.9 

Fastener 8 95.9 102.1 95.3 102.1 98.2 101.8 96.0 102.8 96.0 104.0 95.3 104.0 

Graphs D1_P1_CnctNorm_AtHoles_TL_AllFast_PerCent.* to D5_P1_CnctNorm_AtHoles_TL_AllFast_PerCent.* 

 Config.  
Extremes 

92.9 
 

88.8 
 

83.1 
 

87.7 
 

92.3 
 

 
105.5 

 
110.9 

 
109.9 

 
109.3 

 
106.9 

: Single Sided Crack; : Double Sided Crack. 
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• The functions of variation in the fastener loads are dependent on the crack-
ing configuration, the crack length and the restraint conditions of the plates 
in the joint, but they are relatively easy to develop and represent as graphs or 
lookup tables for further use in engineering quantitative evaluations in both 
force values and/or in parametric format. The curves developed for the mod-
els and crack configurations discussed here are presented in Figure 7 to Fig-
ure 11. 

For quick reference the final baseline fastener loads are shown in Table 3. All 
values are in CID 0 (the coordinate system shown in Figure 6(c)). 

3.2. Effect of Crack Length on the Through Thickness Distribution 
of Bearing Forces between the Fastener Pins and the Hole  
Surfaces 

The results for the bearing distributions at the pin-hole interfaces account for 
the fastener load transfer, for the eccentricity of the joint (secondary bending), 
bolt tilting and for the effects of the contact forces between the pins and the sur-
faces of the holes in the plates and between the fastener heads and the plates, al-
beit the fact that 2D elements located at midplane were used for the plates. They 
are however preliminary results because the pretension clamping forces, friction 
and the factors influencing the tractions forces between the faying surfaces (like 
cladding, sealants, etc) have not been included. 

 
Table 3. Baseline fastener loads C model. 

Baseline All Fastener Loads - Model C 

Model C Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole 

Panel P1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Hole Dia (in) 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 

Crack Length @ Current Fastener (in) 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

Load.Magnit (X^2 + Y^2 + Z^2)^0.5 (lbf) 33.5 34.8 35.4 34.6 34.5 35.8 36.6 33.3 

Ox Total Load (lbf) −0.2 −0.2 −0.3 0.2 0.2 −0.2 −0.2 0.9 

Oy Total Load (lbf) 33.5 34.8 35.4 34.6 34.5 35.8 36.6 33.3 

Oz Total Load (lbf) 6.6 5.7 5.8 4.8 2.4 2.6 2.6 2.4 

Angle (deg) 90.40 90.38 90.41 89.62 89.70 90.38 90.33 88.47 
 
Table 4. Baseline fastener loads (D Model). 

Baseline All Fastener Loads - Model D 

Model D Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole 

Panel P1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Hole Dia (in) 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 

Crack Length @ Current Fastener (in) 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

Load.Magnit (X^2 + Y^2 + Z^2)^0.5 (lbf) 34.2 35.8 35.0 34.7 34.8 34.2 34.5 35.3 

Ox Total Load (lbf) −1.1 −0.4 −0.1 0.7 0.4 0.6 0.2 −0.2 

Oy Total Load (lbf) 34.2 35.8 35.0 34.7 34.8 34.2 34.5 35.3 

Oz Total Load (lbf) 6.7 4.9 4.9 4.5 2.5 2.3 2.4 2.5 

Angle (deg) 91.82 90.62 90.21 88.80 89.32 89.08 89.66 90.36 
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Figure 7. Variation of fastener loads in crack configuration 1 (crack growing from a hole to the free edge of the plate); (model C - 
plates restrained in assembly, model D - simple laboratory testing configuration). 
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Figure 8. Variation of fastener loads in crack configuration 2 (after breaking the ligament a new crack growing from same hole to 
the next fastener hole); (model C - plates restrained in assembly, model D - simple laboratory testing configuration). 
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Figure 9. Variation of fastener loads in crack configuration 3 (two tips crack growing to the plate free edge and to the next fasten-
er hole) (the diagrams are trimmed after this configuration becomes configuration 2); (model C - plates restrained in assembly, 
model D - simple laboratory testing configuration). 
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Figure 10. Variation of fastener loads in crack configuration 4 (one tip crack growing from internal hole #2 to hole #3); (model C 
- plates restrained in assembly, model D - simple laboratory testing configuration). 
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Figure 11. Variation of fastener loads in crack configuration 5 (one tip crack growing from internal hole #3 to hole #2); (model C 
- plates restrained in assembly, model D - simple laboratory testing configuration). 
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For this reason the data reduction was somehow limited, with the results be-
ing post-processed only on a pin - by-pin basis for each crack configuration at 12 
equidistant levels along the pin. Typical results for the Oy components of the 
bearing forces are shown in Figure 12 below. They are for two initial crack 
lengths, for the last increment before ligament fracture and after its fracture.  

Because the plates were idealized using 2D elements located at the midplane of 
the plates and because, as shown in Figure 6, the faying surface between the top 
and bottom plates is between levels 4 and 5 of the pin, the bearing loads at the 
bottom of the hole in plate 1 needed to be multiplied by a factor of approx. 1.5. 
This was necessary in order to account for fact that the contact area in the plate 
is thinner than five pin levels7. A similar approach was applied for the distribu-
tion of the bearing loads in lower plate. 

After the above correlation between the bearing loads in the pins and those at 
the hole surface, the results showed that: 
• the bearing loads at the hole increase continuously from the fastener head (or 

from the collar) towards the separation surface. The maximum values are at 
the faying surface (after applying the factor for the transfer of the pin loads to 
the 2D plate) regardless of the cracked or uncracked condition. This aspect of 
the contact loads at pin-hole interfaces is described in more detail in publica-
tions like [7] [9] [16]. It is attributed in large portion to secondary bending 
and, to a lesser degree, to bolt tilting;  

• the presence of the cracks at the hole or at full length have very little influ-
ence on the through thickness distribution of bearing loads (or stresses). At 
the faying surface they were less than 3% different from the baseline configu-
ration, and followed the same pattern as the fastener shear load (including 
the “hook effect” after fracture),  

• at the fastener hole next to the cracked one, because the total shear force in-
creases with the crack length, the maximum bearing loads at the faying sur-
face increase also by around 7% from their values in baseline configuration 
shown in Table 3, 

• for the laboratory testing configuration, the distribution of the bearing loads 
was very similar, but the variations during the crack growth are negligible at 
both the cracked hole and at the adjacent one (less than 3%).  

The main drivers for both the small variations in the through thickness dis-
tribution of the bearing loads and for the difference in patterns of the two sets of 
resultsare the lateral restraints of the pates. A similar conclusion is presented in 
reference [7] where it is stated that “it was found that in cases of splice plates 
with un-symmetric reinforcement relative to the fastener holes, the secondary 
bending was significantly different on the two sides of the same fastener hole” 
and that the “approach must consider the distribution of contact forces between 
the plates and between the fastener heads and the plates (due to fastener tilt)” 

 

 

7Simple analogies could be made with the weighting factor applied to an RBE3 when transferring a 
nodal concentrated force as a uniformly distributed load on the edge of a plate. 
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 Location of faying surface between the two plates (top plate P1 - left, bottom plate P2 - right) Layers 9 and 

10 correspond to the pin-collar interfaces. 

Figure 12. Distribution of bearing loads along the pin of fastener #1. 

 
From an engineering perspective, for real structures, the importance of the 

distribution in the bearing loads through the hole is the fact that for single shear 
joints or joints with large eccentricities, the cracks initiate in the thinnest part, at 
the hole edges located on the faying surface. This is even more relevant for the 
locations where single shear joints are inaccessible or for multi-layered joints 
with large eccentricities. For these types of details, the cracks cannot be easily 
detected without removing the bolt, and they can grow undetected to large 
lengths and promote the appearance of multi- site and/or multi-element fatigue 
damage in the structure. 

Such cracks were found in several locations during the teardown stage after a 
full scale wing fatigue testing done in the last few years on a medium transport 
aircraft. Several cracks above one inch in length have been found in the rear spar 
webs, at the joints with the lower spar caps. The materials of web and spar caps 
was 7075 aluminium alloy, and at all the cracked locations discussed there were 
four or more layers stack ups with significant imbalance. In all these cases, the 
spar cap vertical flange and the web were sandwiched between thick fittings at-
tached with two or three vertical rows of two large fasteners per row. The large 
fasteners were common to all the layers, and the local configurations can be de-
scribed as hard points with high fastener load transfer. By the end of testing, the 
largest crack grew to several inches in the web, extended to several adjacent 
holes and caused significant cracking in the vertical flange of the spar cap. At all 
the other locations, the cracks have developed only in the webs remaining hid-
den until teardown. 

Forensic examination conducted in Australia at Defence Science and Tech-
nology group (DST), established that the largest crack started in the web at a 
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hole common to the web and spar flange and the fittings at around 6% of the 
testing program, and grew upwards towards the next hole. A secondary crack in-
itiated from the opposite side of the same hole and grew towards the free edge at 
25% of the program. The crack in the spar cap flange initiated at the same hole 
close to 50% of testing and grew both towards free edge and towards the spar cap 
horizontal flanges. The locations and the times for the initiation of these cracks 
were established using Quantitative Fractography and are shown in Figure 13. 

The tested configuration was representative of production aircraft and of the 
assembly methods used, including the torque specifications for removable fas-
teners. At these locations there was very little if any secondary bending at the 
hole edges of the web, and the fact that cracks in the web were found at most lo-
cations of similar configuration indicates a high correlation with the distribution 
of bearing loads and with the influence of the clamping forces. 

3.3. Effect of Crack Length on the Far Field and Bypass Strip Loads 
and on the Running Loads 

Because for the single shear tension joint presented, the effects of secondary 
bending are significant, the results are split in two sub-groups:  

1) The effects of the cracking configurations and of the crack lengths on the 
running loads in the membrane8,  

2) The effects of secondary bending due to the load path eccentricity. 
The results have been processed and they are shown in terms of internal loads 

for the convenience offered in visualization, coordinates transformations and in 
interpretations by the vectorial quantities. 

1) The left side of Figure 14 shows the distribution of the membrane only 
running loads around the fastener holes and in the cartouche for the entire plate 
1. On the right side the same distributions are shown just before the end of the 
crack growth in Config 3. With reference to the plots in this figure, the following 
two notes area made:  

a) The plot on the right shows in the note at its lower right corner that the 
maximum shell force is 660 lbf/in (the location is at the crack tip near the free 
edge). The plate thickness is 0.063" i.e. the tension stress in the ligament is 10.5 
ksi (72.4 MPa) which is well within the elastic range of the material and there-
fore the use of engineering linear elastic methods is appropriate; 

b) Then the distribution of the internal loads, in the general vicinity of the 
fastener hole (i.e. within 10 - 15 hole diameters) is very dissimilar, and therefore 
the use of a common reference for the far-field or by-pass quantities, both in 
baseline and cracked configurations, was not considered adequate. 

The results were post-processed as total internal forces carried by 0.435 inch 
(or 2.3D) wide strips symmetrical about each fastener axis and located at ap-

 

 

8Here the term membrane has the classical meaning in structural analysis and it denotes that part of 
the plate that reacts the externally applied loads in pure tension only (having a uniform stress in any 
x-section perpendicular to the vector of the tension forces). 
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proximately the same distance ahead or after the holes edges. Table 5 and Table 
6 show that the strip approximation is adequate for the average running loads in 
baseline configuration because when the values are divided by the strip width, 
the result is very close to the uniformly distributed externally applied load (63 
lbf/in).  

When the crack grows, the running loads at each fastener are different from 
the externally applied load by variable amounts depending on the crack confi-
guration and length. For single sided cracks at the first row of fasteners, they are 
within ± 20% of baseline values, and within ± 40% for the second row. For 
double sided cracks the variations are larger, in order of ± 50% at the crack loca-
tion and at the immediately adjacent fasteners. 

The support conditions for the lateral edges have a relatively small influence 
on the values of strip wide loads in the baseline configurations but, while the  

 

 
Figure 13. Stereoscopic image of the overall fracture surface for cracks in the webs of rear spar. (H1-down-1 and H1-up-1. The 
initial flaws are arrowed in red); (Reproduced with the permission of DST). 

 
Table 5. Baseline total far field loads on a 0.455" wide strip ahead of the fasteners for model C. 

Baseline FarField Forces At All Fasteners (summed over 2.3D, symmetrical about fast C/L) 

Model C Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole 

Panel P1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Hole Dia (in) 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 

Crack Length @ Current Fastener (in) 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

Lateral (Ox) Total Load (lbf) 7.856 7.867 7.880 7.931 3.891 3.993 3.995 4.003 

Axial (Oy) Total Load (lbf) 26.901 26.904 26.958 26.980 10.509 10.233 10.191 10.043 

Average Shear Flow (lbf/in) −0.099 0.004 −0.021 0.093 −0.191 0.053 −0.055 0.216 

 
Table 6. Baseline total far field loads on a 0.455" wide strip ahead of the fasteners for model D. 

Baseline FarField Forces At All Fasteners (summed over 2.3D, symmetrical about fast C/L) 

Model D Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole 

Panel P1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Hole Dia (in) 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 

Crack Length @ Current Fastener (in) 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

Lateral (Ox) Total Load (lbf) −0.114 0.418 0.440 −0.137 0.730 0.480 0.444 0.727 

Axial (Oy) Total Load (lbf) 26.013 27.504 27.468 26.101 9.282 9.848 10.107 9.261 

Average Shear Flow (lbf/in) 0.321 −0.040 0.038 −0.317 −0.219 −0.235 0.366 0.310 
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Figure 14. Plot of shell in element Oy forces in baseline configuration and at the end of Config 3 for model C. (Fringe range: −5 
lbf/in to 75 lbf/in; Coordinate Frame: CID 0; Averaging: Domain - none ; Method - average/derive; Extrapolation: -centroid); 
(Deformations: true scale; Scale Factor 200:1). 
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cracks grow or after the fracture of the ligament(s), the patterns of variations at 
individual fastener locations are different. The evolution of the far field loads (in 
strip wide basis) for all crack configurations analysed are shown in Figure 15 
and Figure 16. The curves have been plotted in real force and distance units for 
clarity and to overcome the “change sign” alerts occurring when building 
envelope summaries of percent variations from baseline configuration. 

All curves are relatively smooth and can be easily represented as formulas 
(polynomial, splines etc.). Conversion to running loads or average stresses in-
volves only divisions by specific constants dependent on hole location relative to 
the crack and/or the reference value preferred (strip wide or gross average 
far-field). For non-dimensional or parametric form, a few more runs with dif-
ferent plate gauges and fastener sizes are required. 

For by-pass load the curves are not shown because for the first row the bypass 
curves are almost identical to the far-field curves in Figure 15 and Figure 16, 
and the bypass values for the second row are almost zero due to the vicinity of 
plate’s end. It is noted that after the cracked hole, there is significant variation in 
the strip-wide bypass membrane force. 

2) The distribution of moments due to secondary bending at the configura-
tions and crack lengths exemplified are shown in Figure 17. The strip-wide ap-
proach detailed before provides the averages of the far-field and bypass bending 
moment ahead and after each fastener hole. All the fastener level variation dia-
grams are quite flat in all configurations and therefore they are not included in 
the results shown. 

With the two sets of average internal loads within the band, the components 
in Oy direction for the far-field and bypass stresses can be easily determined at 
any plate depth using the classical structural analysis formulas. 

The variations functions for shear flows follow similar patterns, but the values 
are small and therefore, the curves are not shown in this presentation. 

3.4. Effect of Crack Length on the Far Field and Bypass Stresses at 
Outer Surfaces of the Plates 

Because a large proportion of testing is based on the strains collected by strain 
gauges mounted on the outer surfaces of the parts, the results this section 
present the approach and the results for the far-field and bypass stresses on the 
surfaces. The added complexities in processing tensorial quantities were mini-
mized but not quite removed by using only planes parallel with the reference 
coordinate system (CID 0) for the classical engineering formulations or by using 
the 2D min-max. invariant formulations (and principal angles) of the stresses. 

The post processing was done only for the outer surfaces of the plate 1 (0.063" 
thick) and are shown for the same configurations exemplified in the running 
loads formulations, i.e. the averaging used was also the strip wide approach to 
reduce the variability in the stress fields, and suggests a pragmatic approach for 
quantification and for calibrations during laboratory testing. 
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Figure 15. Distribution of strip wide far field tension forces during crack growth of Model C. 
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Figure 16. Distribution of strip wide far field tension forces during crack growth of Model D. 
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Figure 17. Plot of shell Mx moments due to secondary bending in baseline configuration and at the end of Config 3 for model C. 
(Fringe range: −1.5 lbf*in/in to 3.5 lbf*in/in; Coordinate Frame: CID 0; Averaging: Domain - none; Method - average/derive; 
Extrapolation: - centroid); (Deformations: true scale; Scale Factor 200:1). 
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Secondary bending effects are included in the results presented, but friction 
and fastener pretension effect are not accounted for. For laboratory testing lu-
brication between the faying surfaces might be needed to eliminate friction load 
transfers and match the analysis assumptions. 

For the direct stresses σx, and σy (strictly in CID0) “average” values were con-
structed by using virtual equivalent forces developed in a strip of unitary thick-
ness that were divided by the cross sectional area of the strip. For the shear 
stresses τxy (in CID 0), the min-max principal stresses9 and the maximum shear 
stresses, the “average” value was taken as the statistical median value of the these 
stresses for the 10 elements in each strip. This is because in the early post 
processing it was found that sometimes: 
• the differences in the principal angles of any two elements were too big for, at 

least a rational, if not entirely rigorous, basis of averaging; 
• the differences between the maximum and the minimum element values were 

disproportionately large in comparison with the values for each element. 
An example of baseline values and outcomes of preliminary checks for the 

baseline stresses at the inner surface (Z1) in model C are shown in Table 7 and 
at the outer surface (Z2) in Table 8. 

For the baseline configuration, the results of “averagings” are quite good for σy 
(marked as Fy in the tables). A quick averaging between the far-field values 
stresses on inner and outer surface at each hole in the first row gives around 
1000 psi, same as the tension stress of the external load, for both configurations. 
It was found that the there are no practical differences in these values for the two 
types of plate lateral restraints.  

The effects of secondary bending are though substantial as illustrated also in 
Figure 18. At the outer surfaces the σy components of the secondary bending 
stresses, are 2.5 times higher than the membrane tension stresses, resulting in 
compressive stresses for most of the upper surface. The secondary bending ef-
fects are however relatively easy to estimate from the strain gauges data on the 
free face once the secondary bending is taken into consideration. To remove the 
need of lubrication between the faying surfaces, friction data needs to be in-
cluded in model D. 

Results of a very similar nature were found for the other crack configurations. 
However, the variations of the surface axial stresses as functions of crack length 
weregenerally different for each configuration and fastener location both at the 
inner and outer surfaces. The secondary bending makes the influence of the 
cracks to be less noticeable than on the curves for fastener loads or the mem-
brane running forces. The diagrams in Figure 19 to Figure 23 illustrate the 
above results for the far field stress. 

 

 

9Calculated inside MSC Patranv19 end extracted as results for post-processing. Small corrections 
were done, where necessary, for the min principal values, as in this version, the outputs for the 2D 
min principal stress were truncated to zero when the max principal was large. Similar for max prin-
cipal values, when the min principal was large. The principal angles were all correct when checked 
using the stress values in CID 0. 
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Figure 18. Plot of the surface stress components in Oy in baseline configuration and at the end of Config 3 for model C. (Fringe 
range: −1500 psi to 3500 psi; Coordinate Frame: CID 0; Averaging: Domain - none; Method - average/derive;Extrapolation: - cen-
troid); (Deformations: true scale; Scale Factor 200:1). 
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Figure 19. Distribution of strip wide averages of far-field stress on upper and lower surfaces as function of crack length in Config. 1. 
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Figure 20. Distribution of strip wide averages of far-field stress on upper and lower surfaces as function of crack length in Config. 2. 
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Figure 21. Distribution of strip wide averages of far-field stress on upper and lower surfaces as function of crack length in Config. 3. 
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Figure 22. Distribution of strip wide averages of far-field stress on upper and lower surfaces as function of crack length in Config. 4. 
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Figure 23. Distribution of strip wide averages of far-field stress on upper and lower surfaces as function of crack length in Config. 5. 
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Table 7. Baseline “average” far-field stresses on a 0.455" wide strip ahead of the fasteners for the inner surface of model C Below 
max-min differences between the elements in the strip. 

Baseline Surface Z1 FarField “Average” Stresses Ahead of Fasteners Holes  
(evaluated over 2.3D, symmetrical about fast C/L) And The Bands of Variations 

Model 
 

Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole 

Panel P1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Hole Dia (in) 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 

Crack Length @ Current Fastener (in) 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

Stress Fx ('load' type equivalent - #1) (psi) 946.71 1197.16 1210.24 962.53 219.33 195.63 205.37 229.01 

Stress Fy (...#1) (psi) 3483.94 3520.40 3530.87 3488.06 366.34 363.62 358.34 319.31 

Stress Fxy (median value - #2) (psi) −211.96 −42.29 39.33 219.10 −129.95 −22.78 25.06 141.40 

Stress MaxPrp (median value -#3) (psi) 3499.86 3525.03 3535.45 3505.11 442.81 369.78 365.99 423.90 

Stress MinPrp (...#3) (psi) 934.98 1192.52 1205.66 951.01 143.39 189.46 196.76 121.89 

Stress MaxShear(...#1) (psi) 1749.93 1762.51 1767.72 1752.56 221.40 184.89 183.00 211.95 

#1 using SUMPROD(El_Strs*El_Side)/SUM(El_Side)  

#2 MEDIAN(all elems. considered)  

#3 prp strs for each element and then used MEDIAN of all elems. considered 

Variation between min and max values 

Hole No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

delta Fx (psi) 236.68 159.80 155.66 241.75 81.42 86.39 93.74 80.68 

delta Fy (psi) 61.79 55.45 53.79 63.33 128.47 135.00 137.46 132.92 

delta Fxy (psi) 314.88 281.57 282.40 320.68 22.45 70.21 74.21 34.94 

delta MaxPrp (psi) 97.10 57.59 56.30 100.23 90.77 141.83 145.44 84.13 

delta MinPrp (psi) 276.30 173.30 169.00 283.05 47.68 93.23 101.71 42.40 

delta MaxShear (psi) 48.55 28.80 28.15 50.12 45.39 70.92 72.72 42.06 
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Table 8. Baseline “average” far-field stresses on a 0.455" wide strip ahead of the fasteners for the inner surface of model C Below 
max-min differences between the elements in the strip. 

Baseline Surface Z2 FarField “Average” Stresses Ahead of Fasteners Holes  
(evaluated over 2.3D, symmetrical about fast C/L) And The Bands of Variations 

Model 
 

Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole Pin/Hole 

Panel P1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Hole Dia (in) 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 

Crack Length @ Current Fastener (in) 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

Stress Fx ('load' type equivalent - #1) (psi) −276.30 −526.02 −538.00 −287.94 241.77 277.16 267.92 245.11 

Stress Fy (...#1) (psi) −1524.90 −1560.14 −1566.67 −1523.35 375.11 357.14 359.08 387.60 

Stress Fxy (median value - #2) (psi) 202.95 42.40 −41.29 −210.61 107.34 27.42 −32.23 −114.24 

Stress MaxPrp (median value -#3) (psi) −255.81 −519.67 −531.61 −264.74 467.11 462.96 464.86 477.22 

Stress MinPrp (...#3) (psi) −1556.42 −1567.72 −1573.97 −1556.94 162.06 176.24 167.45 167.64 

Stress MaxShear(...#1) (psi) 778.21 783.86 786.98 778.47 233.56 231.48 232.43 238.61 

#1 using SUMPROD(El_Strs*El_Side)/SUM(El_Side)  

#2 MEDIAN(all elems. considered)  

#3 prp strs for each element and then used MEDIAN ovel all elems. considered 

Variation between min and max values 

Hole No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

delta Fx (psi) 212.93 137.91 135.85 218.70 82.28 62.00 68.88 75.25 

delta Fy (psi) 9.13 15.53 10.67 10.77 136.51 133.35 135.64 141.15 

delta Fxy (psi) 247.38 218.73 221.14 253.89 431.94 416.21 429.93 428.89 

delta MaxPrp (psi) 264.69 157.59 155.70 274.25 333.42 284.88 293.16 339.41 

delta MinPrp (psi) 73.23 13.68 16.41 76.78 287.17 216.41 226.40 280.35 

delta MaxShear (psi) 36.61 6.84 8.21 38.39 182.23 142.44 146.58 181.45 
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Very significant variations in the bypass stresses as cracks grow were observed 
after the cracked hole and the adjacent fastener. Exemplifications of these varia-
tions are shown for cracks at fastener 1 in Figure 24 for single tip crack and in 
Figure 25 for cracks with two tips. These large variations are due mainly to the 
variations in fastener loads with effects of secondary bending having a smaller 
contribution after the first row of fasteners. 

The ranges of variation for max-min principal stress values are relatively sim-
ilar to the stress components in Oy.  

All the curves of variation can be converted to a non dimensional parametric 
format relatively easy once the secondary bending is incorporated distinctly and 
unambiguously. 

 

 

Surface Z1 ByPass Stresses After Fastener 1 - Stresses for Crack Config 1 (crack at fast #1) 

 
C BaseLn C1_L1 C1_L2 C1_L3 C1_L4 C1_L5 C1_L6 C1_L7 C1_L8 C1_L9 C1_L10 

 
P1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Hole Dia (in) 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 

Crack Length @ Current Fastener (in) 0.000000 0.026040 0.059230 0.101550 0.155500 0.224270 0.311950 0.379000 0.404740 0.430300 0.430480 

Stress Fx ('load' type equivalent - #1) (psi) 198.92 198.82 219.77 200.72 219.09 209.66 212.94 220.71 216.46 232.75 222.63 

Stress Fy (...#1) (psi) 331.47 328.29 344.36 254.21 265.92 198.20 158.33 176.34 159.09 186.29 227.14 

Stress Fxy (median value - #2) (psi) −130.48 −123.46 −147.88 −145.87 −166.71 −204.64 −250.32 −308.40 −339.71 −386.02 −228.56 

Stress MaxPrp (median value - #3) (psi) 414.98 404.95 438.50 370.87 395.03 420.31 443.69 507.96 539.03 622.92 445.47 

Stress MinPrp (...#3) (psi) 119.21 125.19 118.40 63.19 56.86 −4.73 −64.02 −95.24 −133.85 −176.28 −26.89 

Stress MaxShear(...#1) (psi) 207.49 202.48 219.25 185.43 197.52 212.52 257.99 313.72 350.37 410.00 231.53 

#1 using SUMPROD(El_Strs*El_Side)/SUM(El_Side)  

#2 MEDIAN(all elems. considered)  

#3 prp strs for each element and then used MEDIAN of all elems. considered 

Figure 24. Distribution of strip wide averages of bypass stress after fastener #1 on the lower surfaces as function of crack length in 
Config. 1. 
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Surface Z1 ByPass Stresses After Fastener 1 - Stresses for Crack Config 3 (crack at fast #1)  

 
C BaseLn C3_R2L1 C3_R3L2 C3_R4L3 C3_R5L4 C3_R6L5 C3_R7L6 C3_R8L7 C3_R9L8 

 
P1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Hole Dia (in) 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 0.1895 

Crack Length @ Current Fastener (in) 0.000000 0.274770 0.350280 0.446550 0.569270 0.725720 0.880450 0.973240 1.024540 

Stress Fx ('load' type equivalent - 
#1) 

(psi) 198.92 205.45 212.13 224.27 244.96 269.23 274.77 253.07 245.97 

Stress Fy (...#1) (psi) 331.47 295.20 264.55 216.48 120.80 47.28 −21.63 −115.17 −128.78 

Stress Fxy (median value - #2) (psi) −130.48 −141.69 −145.32 −162.11 −155.56 −183.20 −204.63 −212.69 −267.58 

Stress MaxPrp (median value -#3) (psi) 414.98 399.38 387.06 365.57 382.76 391.38 396.39 370.03 384.51 

Stress MinPrp (...#3) (psi) 119.21 94.08 75.40 26.29 −24.98 −120.74 −205.94 −283.34 −344.71 

Stress MaxShear (...#1) (psi) 207.49 199.69 193.53 182.79 203.87 256.06 301.16 326.68 366.12 

#1 using SUMPROD(El_Strs*El_Side)/SUM(El_Side) 

#2 MEDIAN(all elems. considered) 

#3 prp strs for each element and then used MEDIAN of all elems. considered 

Figure 25. Distribution of strip wide averages of bypass stress after fastener #1 on the lower surfaces as function of crack length in 
Config. 3. 

4. Discussion 

Besides cold working, the parameter with the most influence on the fatigue 
strength is the fastener fit. A close tolerance fit that makes the fastener interfere 
with the deformations at the hole, reduces the local stress variations at the hole 
when subjected varying external loads. When the clearance increases, the inter-
ference of the fastener with the hole deformations is reduced and larger stress 
variations precipitate fatigue damage. Similarly, when cracks are developed at 
the hole, under load the interference with the fastener is reduced, there are 
moderate reductions in the load transfer at that fastener but, for single shear 
joints, the fastener tilt increases causing an increase in the hole stresses near the 
plate surfaces. At the same time there is an increase in the loads transferred at 
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the adjacent fastener holes that affect their baseline fatigue strength. 
The results for the fasteners load transfer function show that regardless of 

cracking configuration, at the cracked hole the load decreases by up to 20% of its 
value in non-cracked conditions and that, after the ligament fracture, the fasten-
er continues to transfer that load until new cracks develop and grow. As the load 
transfer decreases at the cracked hole, the increases at the adjacent holes are up 
to 10% - 12%. It is especially noticeable that after breakage of the free edge liga-
ment, the load at that fastener returns almost to its baseline value (the “hook ef-
fect”). 

These results also showed small but realistic differences in the fastener load 
transfer functions for the two different sets of plate lateral restraints, which make 
them very suitable for laboratory testing and FEA calibrations. This analysis ac-
counted for the bolt flexibility and tilt, but the effects of friction have not been 
included in this stage, as friction is traditionally neglected from the structural 
calculations during design and sizing. Although very significant for the fatigue 
strength of the plate near the hole, apart for their influence on friction, the 
clamping forces are not expected to have any other significant effect on the fas-
teners load transfer in either baseline and cracked configurations. For laboratory 
testing of the load transfer functions with instrumented bolts, the effects of fric-
tion can be minimized by oil lubrication between the faying surfaces. 

The through thickness distribution of the bearing loads/bearing stresses at the 
fastener holes was found to have maximum values at the faying surface, and this 
fact is of practical importance for inaccessible single shear joints and for multi 
layered joints with high eccentricities in the load path, where the crack can grow 
undetected for long durations. These results are only preliminary until the more 
in depth work on the effects of clamp-up forces and friction is completed. In [2] 
it is stated that testing has shown clamping forces to have a pronounced effect 
on the fatigue life of joints10. The clamping forces appear to be also a main factor 
in the eye-brow cracking around the periphery of fastener heads that was ob-
served and reported for in-service aircraft. 

The results for secondary bending have been found to be potentially very sig-
nificant for the fatigue strength of the joint with secondary bending ratios 
σbend/σtens = 2.5 at a distance of two hole diameters ahead of the holes11. As the 
main scope of these analytical investigations was to establish load transfer func-
tions for the fasteners after cracking occurs, the externally applied stress was un-

 

 

10The use of ovalized “self locking” nuts with standard csk. bolts installed in clearance fit holes pro-
duced less than 20% of the normal life of a two row single shear joint, when torqued in a degreased 
condition compared with the specified lubrication. The cause of the short fatigue life was insufficient 
clamping. 

In another test program (also spectrum testing) studying fatigue crack growth from 1 mm corner 
flaws made at the edge of fastener holes, the fatigue life increased by a factor of 4 when torqueing up 
the clearance fit bolts to the specifications. 
11To correlate with the standardized location for strain gauge measurements for secondary bending 
and for optimum determination of the bypass forces by the integration method (AGARD working 
group - “Fatigue Rated Fastener Systems”). 
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itary and small (1000 psi) to ensure that no plasticity occurs for the meshing 
scale used. It is possible that for more realistic tension stresses of 10 - 25 ksi, the 
secondary bending ratios might be smaller at that distance.  

The far field and the bypass stresses were determined from the surface stresses 
(for use with the Tate & Rosenfeld method) and show that the variations to 
crack length are strongly influenced by secondary bending effects An alternative 
approach to the integration method for laboratory determination of the far-field 
and bypass stresses, is proposed when using FEA simulations, by the average 
running bending moment of shell elements. The results for the bypass loads after 
the crack initiation show large differences from the 2D beam method for single 
shear joints.  

Regardless of how the fastener loads in plate joints are established for baseline 
configurations (3D FEA modelling or by using fastener flexibilities), the labora-
tory test measurements show a pronounced 3-dimensional distribution Popular 
methods for determining the fastener loads and the far field bypass stresses are 
based on the beam analysis approach developed by Tate & Rosenfeld12 which is 
2-dimensional and therefore cannot capture the spatial distribution of the 
stresses in plates. The distribution of stresses in plates has high values close to 
the fasteners and sharp decays further away. The AGARD working group ad-
dressed this aspect by standardizing the number (to 8) and the locations of strain 
gauges for the laboratory determinations of the far field and by-pass stresses in 
fatigue rated fastener systems. 

The curves shown are for 7075-T6 sheet metal (0.063" and 0.070" thick) joined 
with steel Hi-Lok fasteners installed in close tolerance fit holes. Most are shown 
in dimensional form, but they can be converted without any difficulty to any 
non-dimensional format of choice by division with constant values (eg. the crack 
length/hole diameter and load in cracked configuration/baseline load) and used 
as such or in the form of envelopes for at the cracked hole and at the adjacent 
hole with the highest fastener load transfers.  

For other gauges, materials or fastener types they are expected to differ in 
values, but once verified and calibrated, the finite element approach may be used 
as a cost effective method of establishing parametric relationships between the 
crack length and the amounts of load transfer and bypass. 

Popular fracture mechanics programs used are based on LFEM, because the 
structures are sized at design to operate within the elastic range of the materials. 
These programs account for the crack length through a geometry function 
largely known as “the beta function”. Beta functions incorporate the stress varia-
tion in the net section at the crack, using as reference a clearly specified and 
constant far-field stress. In the case of growing cracks in a joint, the reference 
stress ahead of the hole (the far field stress) is changing as the fastener load is 
changing, and consequently the bypass load is changing. Some of the parameters 
that affect the fatigue strength have also a direct influence on the changes in the 

 

 

12Tate & Rosenfeld used this approach in 1946 to calculate the bypass force. 
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reference stresses used. 
With adequate knowledge of the baseline stress environment(s) and of the 

fasteners load transfer, the use of parametrized curves developed analytically 
(and calibrated by a small number of laboratory tests), may be used to adjust the 
spectrum stresses at every several blocks during the crack growth and residual 
strength analysis. The benefit will be in increased inspection intervals for the 
critical locations, without any reduction in the confidence levels for the results. 
In the design stage, they can be used for predictions on the appearance of mul-
ti-site fatigue damage at those details. 

5. Summary 

The aim of this work was to develop a method that enables a relatively quick and 
cost effective development of digitized curves for the variations in the fastener 
load transfer functions and to the far field and bypass running loads during 
crack growth and after the fracture of ligaments for single shear joints expected 
to see loading spectra with multiple amplitudes and mean stress values. For this 
purpose, the variation curves have been developed in terms of vectorial quanti-
ties (forces and moments) that are easy to visualize and interpret by most engi-
neers. The conversions of the load curve to stresses in user preferred parametric 
formats are simple and can be done on most personal computers. 

The use of these parametric curves to adjust the spectrum stress with multiple 
amplitude and mean values increases the accuracy of the predictions for crack 
growth and residual strength at the critical location, and translates into longer 
inspection intervals with no reduction in the confidence levels for the results. 

The method proposed has the following characteristics: 
• It is accounting for the pronounced 3-dimensional distribution of stresses in 

single shear joints with multiple rows of fasteners; 
• It is applicable to cycles with bulk stresses in elastic range only; 
• It accounts for installation clearance and for bolt tilting effects; 
• It incorporates and quantifies the effects of secondary bending in a manner 

that is easy to interrogate and to verify by standard tests for fatigue rated 
joints; 

• It provides quantified precision information on the averaged loads and 
stresses of the same nature; 

• The computations and post processing are highly automated for analysis of 
different materials, plate thicknesses and fasteners configurations; 

• All results are verifiable at all stages and the data reduction is shown in user 
friendly formats for interpretation and for engineering judgement; 

• When used in conjunctions with calibration data from laboratory testing, it 
provides reliable data for design and sizing in new programs or for use in the 
specification of inspection intervals for structural integrity on existing plat-
forms. 

In addition to incorporating the effects of friction for easier calibration of the 
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FEA to laboratory testing results, the effect of the crack length when the joint is 
loaded in shear needs to be also quantified in further studies. 
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Terminology 

BCTABL1 Nastran entry used to define a contact table  
CAD  Computer aided design 

Fastener flexibility Associates its displacement to the unit force of 
fastener load and does not imply that fastener flexibility would be 
a constant   

MPC Multi Point Constraint in Nastran is the most general-purpose 
way to define motion based relationships between the grids in the 
model. The motion of any degree of freedom at the dependent 
grid is defined linearly by the motions at any n > 1 independent 
grids. 

PCL   Patran Control Language 
RBE3  A Nastran non rigid interpolation element which establishes the 

motion at a dependent grid as the weighted average of the mo-
tion(s) at a set of independent grids. If used correctly the RBE3 
does not add stiffness to the structure 

Notations 

fby   Oy component of the total bearing load at the pin-hole interface  
fx   Running load in Ox direction 
fy   Running load in Oy direction 
ksi   Kilopound per square inch 
lbf   Pound force 
qxy   Shear flow in direction Ox along an edge parallel with Oy 
D   Hole diameter 
L   Ligament length 
FOx   Strip-wide average surface stress component in Ox direction 
FOy   Strip-wide average surface stress component in Oy direction 
MPa  Megapascal 
N   Newton 

Abbreviations 

BP   Bypass 
FEA  Finite Element Analysis 
FF   Far field 
LEFM  Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanicsksi 
LHS   Left hand side  
RHS  Right hand side 
WFT  Wing Fatigue Testing 
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